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printer stops working in the billing department and cannot be repaired. A new printer has been ordered and a technician is tasked
with allowing other users to print to the billing manager's printer until the new printer arrives. The manager's printer is currently
used via USB connection, and there are no network jacks available for use.Which of the following is the BEST way for the
technician to allow access to the printer?A. Create a share on the manager's computer and give the users rights to the share.B.
Install the printer on the users' desktops and point it to the IP address of the manager's computer.C. Purchase a wireless printer so
the users can access the printer via network.D. Provide flash drives to the users so they can transfer data to the manager's computer
for printing.Answer: CQUESTION 17The touch-screen feature on a Windows device has stopped working. Which of the following
should the technician check FIRST?A. Device ManagerB. Performance MonitorC. System configurationD. Digitizer settings
Answer: DQUESTION 18Which of the following is the MOST likely cause for a network PC to have an APIPA address?A.
DHCP failureB. DNS resolutionC. Duplicate IP addressD. Cleared ARP cacheAnswer: AQUESTION 19A technician needs to
routinely run scripting commands in Linux but does not want to walk over the server room every time to perform the task. The
technician also travels between buildings and has a Windows 10 laptop with 4GB of memory and a fully partitioned 500GB hard
drive. Which of the following steps should the technician take to resolve this issue? (Choose two.)A. Increase the memory to 8GB.
B. Install a Linux guest VM.C. Add another 500GB hard drive.D. Create a Linux LiveBoot CD.E. Repartition the hard drive.
F. Install Linux on a new ext3 partition.Answer: EFQUESTION 20A technician has been informed that multiple users are
receiving duplicate IP address warnings on their workstations, and they are unable to browse the Internet. Which of the following
server types should the technician log in to in order to resolve the problem?A. DNS serverB. DHCP server.C. Proxy serverD.
RADIUS serverAnswer: BQUESTION 21Which of the following devices is used to implement network security policies for an
environment?A. FirewallB. managed switchC. RepeaterD. GatewayAnswer: AQUESTION 22Which of the following
peripheral types is MOST likely to be used to input actions into a PC?A. WebcamB. MouseC. MonitorD. Optical drive
Answer: BQUESTION 23A technician replaced a broken LED screen on a mobile computer. The operating system can be seen
perfectly on screen, but the touch screen is non-responsive. Which of the following are the MOST probable root causes for the given
failure? (Choose three.)A. The hardware replacement used is a non-touch-screen.B. The touch screen must be calibrated after a
replacement.C. The digitizer cable is not seated properly on the motherboard.D. The new touch-screen drivers must be installed.
E. The replacement part is dead-on-arrival.F. The LCD panel firmware must be updated.G. The grounding screws are not
securely attached.Answer: ACDQUESTION 24In a virtual environment, which of the following allows all the VMs to have RAM
allocated for use?A. Resource poolingB. Measured serviceC. Virtual application streamingD. SynchronizationAnswer: A
QUESTION 25An analyst asks a technician to recommend a solution for a customer in the software development industry, where
the customer can test a variety of OS's running the various applications that the customer produces.The customer wants to minimize
the investment in hardware. Which of the following solutions should the technician recommended to BEST meet the customer's
requirement?A. Purchase a number of low-cost devices, installing the required Oss and applications on each one.Use separate
machines for each testing environment.B. Purchase a high-end system meeting the hardware requirements for all of the individual
Oss and applications. Configure a VM for each testing environment.C. Purchase one computer and create images for each
computer configuration and OS. Re-image the machine for each testing environment.D. Purchase a number of computers,
installing a VM on each one. Configure each VM with an OS for the testing environment.Answer: BQUESTION 26A user is
experiencing email problems and explains to a technician that all emails with graphics or images do not display the graphics.Which
of the following configurations would correct this behavior?A. Change the email settings in antivirus.B. Change the security
settings of the email client.C. Change the firewall security settings.D. Change the email proxy settings.E. Change the trusted
sites in the browser settings.Answer: BQUESTION 27Which of the following resources in the MOST critical when using cloud
file-storage synchronization applications?A. Disk speedB. I/O bandwidthC. RAM utilizationD. CPU utilizationAnswer: B
QUESTION 28A user logs on a PC and receives a message stating there is a duplicate IP address on the network. After a system
restart, the user notices the same error.Which of the following is the MOST probable cause of the error?A. The user is still logged
into another device.B. The user has set a static IP address.C. The user has moved to a different office.D. The user has wireless
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and wired connections.Answer: BQUESTION 29Whenever a user's machine is turned on, a black screen appears prompting the user
for an administrative password. The technician has no such password on file for this machine. Which of the following steps should
the technician take to resolve this issue?A. Press and hold the CPU power button for five seconds, and then power back on.B.
Disconnect and reconnect the internal hard drive.C. Remove the CMOS battery and reinsert it after ten seconds.D. Remove the
motherboard and place it back into the machine after ten minutes.Answer: CQUESTION 30A server administrator set up a VM to
be used in a lab setting. A technician is setting up thin-client computers to access this VM. Which of the following tasks are required
to complete the project? (Choose three.)A. Connect the device to a printer.B. Install the operating system.C. Install a USB
keyboard and mouse.D. Connect the device to the network.E. Install the latest system updates.F. Install the latest device
drivers.G. Connect the device to a monitor.H. Install the necessary applications.Answer: DEH!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2019
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